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NOTES. 

The American Association for the Advancement of Science. —The forty-
second meeting was held at Madison, Wisconsin, August 17-22, 1893. 
The work of the local committees had been unusually well performed. 
The various sections found themselves luxuriously housed under a single 
roof, that of the Science Hall, of the University of Wisconsin, while the 
state house afforded ample accommodation for large evening gatherings. 
The Saturday excursion to the " Dells " of the Wisconsin River and the 
Monday evening lawn party and water fete were features of unusual novelty 
and beauty. 

In Physics, aside from the vice-presidential address " On the Phenomena 
of the Time-infinitesimal," nineteen papers were read. The list was as 
follows : —• 

"Application of Interferential Methods to Measurements of Expansion 
of Long Bars," Edward W. Morley and Wm. A. Rogers. — " A Preliminary 
Study of the Constants of the Morley Interferential Comparator," Wm. A. 
Rogers. — "On Physical Addition or Composition," Alexander Macfarlane. 
— "Some Rapid Changes of Potential Studied by Means of a Curve-
Writing Voltmeter," G. S. Moler. — "Some Applications of Electric Heating 
in Physical Laboratory Practice," Edward L. Nichols. — "Note on the Use 
of a Rotating Disk in Photometry," Ervin S. Ferry. — "Irregularities in 
Alternate Current Curves," F. Bedell, K. B. Miller, and W. F. Wagner. 
— " Experiments with an Alternate Current Condenser," Frederick Bedell, 
N. F. Ballantyne, and R. B. Williamson. — " Fatigue in the Elasticity of 
Stretching," Joseph O. Thompson. — "The Electric Strength of Solid, 
Liquid, and Gaseous Dielectrics," A. Macfarlane and G. W. Pierce. — 
" Elastic Properties of Glass," W. S. Franklin and L. B. Spinney. — " An 
Automatic Toepler Pump," Edward W. Morley. — "An Apparatus for the 
Generation of Oxygen and Hydrogen by Electrolysis," E. L. Nichols and 
G.S. Moler. — " On So-Called Negative Lightning," W. LeConte Stevens. — 
" Note on the Surface Tension of Liquids," Ernest F. Nichols. — " Electro
lytic Polarization," John Daniel. — " O n the Continuous Spectrum of the 
Alkalies," B. W. Snow.— " O n the Effect of Evaporation upon the Rela
tive Dimensions of Bars of Metal Partially Submerged in Water," Wm. A. 
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Rogers. — " The Effect of Temperature and of Electric Driving on the 
Period of Tuning Forks," John S. Shearer. 

In the case of the first two papers, increased interest was given to an 
important topic by the exhibition of the interferential comparator in actual 
operation. The instrument was mounted in the basement of the physical 
laboratory of the University and a variety of experiments were performed 
with it during the meeting. 

A number of subjects of interest to physicists were presented in other 
sections of the Association; notably Vice-President Doolittle's address on 
" Variations of Latitude," and the papers on " The Atomic Weight of 
Oxygen," by E. W. Morley; on " An Accurate Method of Measuring 
Heavy Liquid Pressure," by D. S. Jacobus; " On the Changes in the 
Dimensions of Metals which may be Due to Changes in Molecular Structure 
Depending on their Age," by Wm. A. Rogers, and on " The Electro-deposi
tion of Iridium," by W. L. Dudley. 

The number of papers on physics was as large as at Rochester (1892) 
or at Washington (1891), although the total attendance in 1893 was not 
more than two-thirds of that of the previous year, and was less than half of 
that of 1891. 

The Madison meeting was indeed much the smallest of recent years, the 
registration falling considerably below that of any meeting of the Association 
since the Saratoga meeting in 1879. There were several local and tem
porary causes for the diminished attendance, such as the World's Fair in 
Chicago, and the great financial depression existing throughout the coun
try, but the failure of the Association to increase with the growth of science 
in the United States is not to be ascribed to any such influences. There 
is undoubtedly wide-spread apathy among the men who should be leaders 
in the cause for the promotion of which the Association was organized. 
There are, for example, eighteen living past-presidents. Of these one only, 
the retiring president, who had a definite and important function to per
form, was present at Madison. Section B, since its organization in 1882, 
had been presided over successively by eleven vice-presidents, all of whom 
are still alive. They were all absent this year. That, under these circum
stances, the work in physics (to say nothing of other departments) has 
steadily improved and that the quasi-science, which it is not the purpose of 
the Association to promote and which in earlier years had been so trouble
some an element, has so largely disappeared, is due to the exertions of 
younger physicists who have entered the Association and whose enthusiasm 
has not yet had time to grow cold. 

In what striking contrast to all this is the condition of the British Associa
tion which gathers annually nearly all the foremost men of science of the 
United Kingdom, together with numerous foreigners of distinction. Its 
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discussions constitute one of the events of the scientific year, not for Eng
land alone, but for the world. Founded, like the younger association on 
this side of the Atlantic, for the dissemination of science among the people 
at large, it has yet had time to inaugurate and carry through to completion 
scientific undertakings of the highest importance. With us, the task which 
such an association is to perform, must be done under conditions more 
difficult than those which have existed in Europe; shall the masters stand 
aside on that account and leave the work to apprentices ? 

The Electrical Congress. — The International Congress of Electricians 
(Chicago, August 21-25, 1893) was not the complete success that it might 
have been had the arrangements been placed in the hands of a permanent, 
well-organized, and representative body like the American Institute of Elec
trical Engineers. To compare the meeting with the latest previous event 
of the kind, we find the registered attendance to be about half as great as 
at the Electro-technical Congress at Frankfort (1891) and the number of 
papers read to be in about the same ratio 31 (at Chicago) and 53 (at 
Frankfort). 

The congress suffered, like the numerous other gatherings organized 
under the official auspices of the World's Fair Auxiliary, in being obliged 
to meet in the Bedlam of the Chicago Art Institute. The division into 
sections of pure theory, theory and practice, and pure practice, while 
entirely logical, did not result in anything approaching a uniform division 
of the papers to be presented or of hearers. The first and last sections were, 
relatively speaking, sparsely attended. In spite of these and various other 
drawbacks, which, under the untoward circumstances, could not be re
moved even by the untiring efforts of those upon whom the burdens of 
organization were laid, the Electrical Congress was an important event. 
Valuable papers were read, and many interesting discussions occurred. 
Above all, a gathering of electricians and physicists was brought about, 
the like of which has never before taken place upon the American con
tinent. Professor von Helmholtz was made Honorary President; Dr. 
Elisha Gray, Chairman; Professor F. B. Crocker, Permanent Secretary; 
and Professors Rowland, Cross, and Houston, Chairmen of sections A, B, 
and C. The following is the programme : — 

" On the Analytical Treatment of Alternating Currents," Prof. A. Mac-
farlane. — " Complex Quantities and their Application in Electrical 
Engineering," Charles P. Steinmetz. — "General Discussion of the Cur
rent Flow in Two Mutually Related Circuits containing Capacity," Dr. 
Frederick Bedell and Dr. Albert C. Crehore. — " Explanation of the 
Ferranti Phenomenon," Dr. J. Sahulka. — " Measuring the Power of Poly
phase Currents," A. Blondel. — " Extended Use of the Name ' Resistance ' 
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in Alternate Current Problems," Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. —"Signal
ing through Space by Means of Electro-Magnetic Vibrations," W. H. Preece, 
F.R.S. — "Materials for Standards of Resistance and their Construction," 
Dr. St. Lindeck. — "Variation of P. D. of the Electric Arc with Current, 
Size of Carbons and Distance Apart," Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. — 
" Ocean Telephony," Dr. Sylvanus P. Thompson, F.R.S. — " Iron for 
Transformers from the Magnetic Point of View," Prof. J. A. Ewing, F. R. S. 
— "Note on Photometric Measurement," Prof. B. F.Thomas. — "Some 
Measurements of the Temperature Variation in the Electrical Resistance 
of a Sample of Copper," A. E. Kennelly and R. A. Fessenden. — "Various 
Uses of the Electrostatic Voltmeter," Dr. J. Sahulka. — " O n a Method of 
Governing an Electric Motor for Chronographic Purposes," Prof. A. G. 
Webster. — " On the Construction of Cables for Subterranean High Ten
sion Circuits," Dr. A. Palaz. — " Periodic Variation of the Candle Power 
of Alternating Arc Lights," Prof. B. F. Thomas. — "Transformer Diagram 
Experimentally Determined," Dr. Frederick Bedell. — " London Electrical 
Engineering Laboratories," Prof. Andrew Jamieson. — " On the Source 
and Effects of Harmonics in Alternating Circuits," Prof. H. A. Rowland.— 
" A Pair of Electrostatic Voltmeters," Prof. H. S. Carhart .—"On the 
Maximum Efficiency of Arc Lamps with Constant Number of Watts," 
Prof. H. S. Carhart. — " On Direct Current Dynamos of Very High 
Potential," Prof. F. B. Crocker. — " On an Improved Instrument for 
Measuring Magnetic Reluctance," A. E. Kennelly. — "The Swinburne-
Thompson Unit of Light," Dr. Silvanus P. Thompson, F.R.S. — "Rotary 
Mercurial Air-Pumps," F. Shulze-Berge. — "The Conversion of Alternating 
into Continuous Currents," Dr. C. Pollak. — "The Use of Accumulators 
in Central Stations," Dr. C. Pollak. — "Underground Electric Construction 
in the United States," Prof. D. C. Jackson. — " A New Incandescent Arc 
Light," L. B. Marks. 

The chamber of delegates, which constituted the official portion of the 
congress, consisted of the following delegates all duly appointed by their 
respective governments. United States — H. A. Rowland, T. C. Menden-
hall, H. S. Carhart, Elihu Thomson, E. L. Nichols. Great Britain — W. 
H. Preece, W. E. Ayrton, S. P. Thompson, Alexander Siemens. France — 
E. Mascart, J. Violle, de?la Touanne, Hospitalier, Luduc. Germany — H. 
von Helmholtz, Schraeder, E. Budde, E. Voit, O. Lummer. Italy — Galileo 
Ferraris. Austria — J. Salhulka. Switzerland — A. Palaz, Thury. Sweden 
— Wennman. Canada — O. Higman. Mexico — A. M. Chavez. 

Professor Rowland was elected president, and Professor Nichols secre
tary of the chamber. 

The principal business transacted by the chamber of delegates consisted 
in defining the following units, viz.: — 
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" As a unit of resistance, the international ohm, which is based upon the 
ohm, equal to io9 units of resistance of the C.G.S. system of electro
magnetic units, and is represented by the resistance offered to an unvary
ing electric current by a column of mercury at the temperature of melting 
ice, 14.4521 grammes in mass of a constant cross-sectional area and of a 
length of 106.3 centimeters. 

" As a unit of current, the international ampere, which is one-tenth of the 
unit of current of the C.G.S. system of electro-magnetic units, and 
which is represented sufficiently well for practical use by the unvarying cur
rent, which, when passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in water in 
accordance with accompanying specifications,1 deposits silver at the rate of 
0.001118 of a gramme per second. 

"As a unit of electromotive force, the international volt, which is the 
electromotive force that steadily applied to a conductor whose resistance 
is one international ohm, will produce a current of one international am
pere, and which is represented sufficiently well for practical use by yf-ff 
of electromotive force between the poles of electrodes of the voltaic cell, 
known as Clark's cell; at a temperature of 15 degrees C. and prepared 
in the manner described in the accompanying specification.1 

" A s a unit of quantity, the international coulomb, which is the quantity of 
electricity transferred by a current of one international ampere in one 
second. 

" As a unit of capacity, the international farad, which is the capacity of a 
condenser charged to a potential of one international volt by one inter
national coulomb of electricity. 

"As a unit of work the joule, which is equal to io7 units of work in the 
C.G.S. system, and which is represented sufficiently well for practical use 
by the energy expended in one second by an international ampere in an 
international ohm. 

" As a unit of power the watt, which is equal to io7 units of power in the 
C.G.S. system, and which is represented sufficiently well for practical use 
by work done at the rate of one joule per second. As a unit of induction 
the henry is recommended, which is the induction in a circuit when the 
electromotive force induced in this circuit is one international volt, while 
the inducing current varies at the rate of one international ampere per 
second." 

The motion to accept the name of Henry for the unit of induction was 
made by Professor Mascart and seconded by Professor Ayrton. It was 
unanimously carried. 

1 The specifications referred to are those of the English board of trade, excepting in 
the case of the Clark cell, the specifications for which are to be modified by a com
mittee consisting of Professors von Helmholtz, Ayrton, and Carhart. 
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The chamber made no recommendations concerning the rating of arc 
lamps, and it formulated no definition of a practical standard of light. The 
very complete system of notation presented by M. Hospitalier was ordered 
printed, but without official adoption. 

Projcessor von Helmholtz's Visit to America. — The arrival of Baron von 
Helmholtz in August aroused much enthusiasm among the younger physi
cists of the country, many of whom have been his pupils. He was accom
panied by the Baroness von Helmholtz and by Drs. Lummer, Lindeck, 
Feussner, Pringsheim, and Leman of the Electrotechnische Reichsanstalt in 
Charlottenburg. 

Some Recent Appointments in Physics.—The following are some recent 
collegiate appointments: Daniel Shea, Ph.D., to the chair of physics 
in the Illinois State University; Benjamin W. Snow, Ph.D., to the chair 
of experimental physics in the University of Wisconsin; Frederick 
Bedell, Ph.D., as assistant professor of physics in Cornell University; 
John C. Shedd, M.S., to the chair of physics in Marietta College ; Arthur 
L. Foley, A.M., to the chair of physics in Indiana University; Albert C. 
Crehore, Ph.D., as assistant professor in physics at Dartmouth College. 


